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Featured Article -  

The Archers Go Cub Hunting 

By Pip 

On a lovely September morning in Ambridge, Shula Archer (The Archers, BBC Radio4) 
was feeling rather down, so she announced that she would cheer herself up by going 
“Autumn Hunting”.  AAF was outraged. 
 
This summer, we, and many other opponents of foxhunting, have spent a great deal 
of time and trouble enlightening the public about the real meaning of the term 
“Autumn Hunting”, by delivering 15000 leaflets all over the country explaining why 
this term is deliberately deceitful. Autumn Hunting is cub hunting and it should be 
called cub hunting. 
 
AAF supporters complained to the BBC in their hundreds. In fact, there were so many 
complaints, that the Daily Telegraph noticed and our budding (but expanding)  

organisation received a mention.  We were still outraged, but we 
were delighted too. We were even more delighted that the paper 
explained why we were outraged – that we know Autumn Hunting 
is cub hunting.  
 
The Archers complaint isn’t over yet as the BBC’s responses are 
so weak. However, we have brought Autumn Hunting and cub 
hunting to the fore now – and that is what AAF is all about. 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/09/17/bbc-defends-archers-animal-rights-activists-claim-promoting/
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EDITORIAL 

This issue is practically twice the size of our first issue, which we sent out back in the 
summer. In just a few short and very warm months, so much has been achieved. We 
continue to grow, as I type new groups are starting up around the UK, ready to share 
the truth about illegal foxhunting. 

The passion and heart of those who defend wildlife is quite simply inspirational, 
whether you are part of our outreach teams, our demonstrations, our hunt          
monitoring activities, or active at home providing technical and administrative     
support. Whatever you do - we at AAF thank you, we can not do this alone, but      
together we can accomplish so much. 

A special thank you to our Facebook followers who have risen to every challenge on 
numerous occasions. You’ve written complaints, shared our posts, increased our likes 
and shared your thoughts and experiences. Creating a social media storm and much 
needed awareness and education. You are a really really good bunch. 

 
 

When I get time I like to spend some of my 
weekends writing. I have a lovely quiet space 
that overlooks fields, with gentle hills rising in 
the distance.  
 
I light a candle, sit for a while and then write 
whatever comes to me, it brings me great joy. 
Until, that is I hear the sound of the hunting 
horn and the baying of the hounds, and then all 
chance of creativity is constricted by sheer 
loathing. I can’t write through it, I have to haul 
on my wellies, and follow the hunt. I can’t rest 
until they leave. They rob me of my joy and if 
they get the chance they will steal a life. 
 
As we head now into full on hunting season, 
many of us will see first hand what really     
happens during a hunt. In this issue there is  
information gathered from the internet and 
from members of our closed group. One article 
gives advice on how to report wildlife crime,   
another, ways to scupper the hunt. 
 
Hoping this help you find your joy, Jane 
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HUNTING OUT BIOSECURITY  
 
In August, a group of AAF volunteers stood outside 
the Gillingham and  Shaftesbury Show wearing  
biohazard suits and facemasks. Inside, the hunt 
was encouraging children to interact with their 
hounds.  We took a photo of some hounds as they 
breathed into children’s faces, trying hard to lick 
them. Later on, we posted this photo on Facebook, 
with the title “Hounds Spread Diseases”. 
 
Facebook went bonkers. For two days, the page 
admins dropped whatever else they had to do and 
focused constantly on the page, monitoring     
comments, keeping them free from bad language 
and preventing vicious verbal fights from breaking 
out.  We had 11098 views and 433 comments. We 
had to rope in a new admin. The pro hunters did 
not like this post at all. Not even one little bit. 

 
Infecting children with mange at a show is one thing; but infecting the whole     
countryside with a variety of notifiable diseases is quite another. This is the           
argument that could sway all the people who dislike hunting, but don’t see it as a 
particularly significant issue in their lives. This is the argument that could sway all 
the people who don’t really like the idea of a living creature being torn apart, but 
think that the tradition of hunting should be allowed to continue. It’s a disaster for 
the hunts and they know it.  
 
So, what is AAF going to do about this?  What we are going to do is provide a      
summary of the issues for you, so that you too can use this to argue the case for a 
total ban on foxhunting forever. We will make this quick and (fairly) painless; so 
please read on and, even if you can’t   remember every word of it, know where to 
look it up, if someone should ask you. 
 
Firstly, it isn’t just the hounds that spread the disease; it’s the rest of the hunt too. 
Basic biosecurity advice is this: when moving people, vehicles and animals from farm 
to farm, wash and disinfect boots, wheels and feet to avoid transference of          
substances that could carry pathogens. The advice is to keep all movement to a   
minimum and avoid moving anything unnecessarily. However, when out hunting, 
hunts take no biosecurity precautions whatsoever. During the foot and mouth      
outbreak in 2001, the hunts were shut down. This clearly shows that it is widely    
recognised that hunts are      carriers of disease. 
 
Here are some straightforward answers to the obvious questions. 
 
How do hounds get the diseases? 
 
 Hounds are fed on “fallen stock”. These are farm animals that have died - of    

absolutely anything at all. No one knows what they have died of  because no one 
wants to pay to find out. The hunts collect the fallen stock, carve it up and feed it 
to their hounds raw.  

 Hounds are kept together in large numbers (up to 100); disease spreads from 
hound to hound easily. 

 Hounds also pick up pathogens on their feet and in their coats as they run across 
farms and open country. 

 Hounds often eat the foxes they have killed; many wild animals carry diseases. 
 Sick or slow hounds are culled rather than receiving veterinary treatment. 

(Continued page 4) 
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HUNTING OUT BIOSECURITY - continued from page 3 
 
What diseases could they be spreading? 

 
Some of the diseases are transferrable to humans, 
such as toxoplasmosis and mange. Others affect     
animals, such as bTB.  
 
In Kimblewick, nearly 60% of hounds tested positive 
for bTB. Neosporosis causes abortion in livestock.   
Animal diseases take a very heavy toll on the farming 
economy indeed. 
 

How do hounds spread the diseases? 
 
 When out, hounds foul wherever they are. The hunts do not pick up after them.  
 The hounds drink from farmers’ water troughs and from streams and rivers. 
 Hounds tread in faeces from other  animals, wild and farmed. 
 Hounds pick up pathogens on their feet and coat. 
 Hounds travel tens of miles during a day’s hunt, often from farm to farm, taking 

pathogens wherever they go 
 
How do the rest of the hunts spread diseases? 

 
In addition to hounds, a hunt consists of; 
 Horses 
 Horse boxes 
 Hunt supporters’ vehicles 
 Hunt supporters 
 Quad bikes 
 Horse riders. 

During a day’s hunt, all these will travel 
across the countryside, from farm to farm, 
carrying pathogens. No one and nothing is 
washed or disinfected. 

 
A responsible dog walker will pick up after their dog. A hard working farmer will    
follow biosecurity advice to avoid illness amongst his stock and the consequent cost. 
But not the hunts. They contravene all of the basic biosecurity measures during a 
day’s hunting, with large numbers of horses, dogs, people and vehicles moving     
between farms and across farmland paying no regard whatsoever to the risk they 
pose to us to our own dogs and to livestock.  
 
Action Against Foxhunting’s ultimate aim is to see the end of foxhunting forever. We 
have explained that trail-hunting is a myth and that the hunts are still chasing and 
killing foxes. But nothing changes. We know that the majority of the country thinks 
(not surprisingly) that tearing a  living animal apart is always wrong. But nothing 
changes. We have explained that the hunts regularly break the law. But still nothing 
changes. But biosecurity? How can the hunts possibly be exempt? 
 
Hopefully, the children at the Gillingham and Shaftesbury show went off afterwards 
to scrub and disinfect their licked faces. Hopefully, they managed to avoid catching 
sarcoptic mange.  And you can treat mange, after all.  But wait – didn’t I mention 
that hounds have caught and are probably spreading bTB? That’s really serious, isn’t 
it? Serious enough to spend £50 million of tax-payers’ money on the badger cull. 4% 
of badgers carry it. 60% of the Kimblewick hounds had bTB.  

(continued page 5) 

 bTb 
 Sarcoptic mange 
 Equine hydatidosis 
 Ovine hydatidosis 
 Toxoplasmosis 
 Tapeworm 
 Neosporosis 
 And many others... 
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HUNTING OUT BIOSECURITY - continued from page 4 
 
On 15th September 2018, Vet Record published an article called Bovine TB in Dogs. 
Vet Record is the official journal of the British Veterinary Association. Focussing on 
the Kimblewick hounds, the writers of the article revealed that dog-to-human     
transmission of bTB is “highly probably” (a kennel man tested positive) and that    
Defra’s response to the outbreak is “inadequate.”  
 
They are also calling for a moratorium on hunting until “such data are presented that 
shows that hound packs are free of bTB nationally.”  
 
We have said that foxhunting continues regardless of the law and regardless of the 
majority opinion. We have long suspected that this is because there are powerful 
people – elected and unelected, who want it to carry on as it always has.  
 
However, if foxhunting continues  regardless of this dangerous threat to our      
countryside, then we are going to know with absolute certainty that the corruption in 
this country is not in our  imagination. It is real and it affects us all. 
 

Pip and the AAF team 

EDUCATING HUMANITY 

Website / FB / Twitter 

AAF has its own collection of t-shirts for sale. Sporting the fantastic AAF logo, there 
is a range to choose from, including unisex, ladies fitted and a rather lovely hoodie.  
 
If you’d like to order a tee shirt or a hoodie, please contact us via our contact form 
and we’ll get back to you straight away. Tee shirts are £19 and hoodies are £42.  
 
Please see our website for more details. 
 
We also have some stunning wristbands, slim yet eye catching, in our orange and 
black branded colours. 
If you donate £5, we'll send you one wristband as a thank you. If you donate £10, 
we'll send you three. We'll also throw in some of our new stickers! 

CUTTING A DASH - AAF T-SHIRTS & HOODIES! 

http://www.actionagainstfoxunting.org
https://www.facebook.com/ACTIONAGAINSTFOXHUNTING/?ref=br_tf
https://twitter.com/ActionAgainstF
https://www.actionagainstfoxhunting.org/contact-us/
https://www.actionagainstfoxhunting.org/tee-shirts/
https://www.actionagainstfoxhunting.org/donate/
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NEWS FROM OUR GROUPS -  
AAF DORSET AND SOMERSET 
 
Outreach 
Our outreach stall in Blandford on 12th  
July generated a letter in the Blackmore 
Vale Magazine. It was from a Nicholas 
Smith, who was outraged that we could 
stand there, literally bare-faced, and    
object to illegal fox hunting. We replied to 
the letter but it wasn’t published. BVM 
don’t generally publish anti-hunting     
letters. However, after a complaint about 
not being allowed to defend ourselves, 
the magazine was forced to publish the 
reply.  They cut out a paragraph, of 
course. Here's the letter we actually sent 
alongside the one they published. 
 
Mr Smith (Don’t Change the Countryside) 
is probably referring to Action Against 
Foxhunting’s (AAF’s) presence in     
Blandford on July 12th. AAF is an         
educational group, whose intention is to 
expose the extent and brutality of illegal 
foxhunting.  
 
The countryside tradition of foxhunting 
was outlawed 14 years ago. However, it 
has never stopped.  Should you doubt 
this truth, ask yourself why AAF and other 
organisations (Hounds Off, The League 
Against Cruel Sports) exist at all. We 
have all seen it and we all know what 
happens. There is a mountain of video 
evidence available online. 
 
Hunts trespass; they block roads and 
badger setts; they kill domestic pets. 
They fail to observe any biosecurity 
measures whatsoever, moving from farm 
to farm, taking with them on their 
wheels, hooves, feet and paws any    
pathogen (including bTB) they pick up on 
the way. And the worst thing? They chase 
living creatures to exhaustion and allow 
their hounds to tear them apart. Without 
any doubt, that is morally wrong. 
 
Mr Smith: AAF and most people in the 
UK, wherever they live, oppose this cruel, 
out-dated practice. However much you 
want to continue with this countryside 
tradition, we will NOT allow you to do so 
unchallenged.  

Continued page 7 
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NEWS FROM OUR GROUPS - AAF DORSET AND SOMERSET - continued from page 6 
 

Sherborne Castle—the end of our campaign. 
 
Since February, when the hunt met at Sherborne Castle 
and killed a fox, we have been asking the Castle to stop 
hosting meets. We've protested, and many of our     
supporters have emailed. And while the Castle has not - 
not even a little bit - acknowledged us, we know that 
meets at the Castle have (at least) paused. We hope 
they have ended. This is an example of how public    
pressure makes a difference.  
 
Leafleting 

We have leafleted tirelessly in the towns and villages in 
Dorset and Somerset. We have been delivering our Cub 
Hunting leaflet and pinning it up in churches and on    
noticeboards. This leaflet exposes the deceit of the term 
“Autumn Hunting” which is in fact cub hunting. The 
hunts haven’t liked this at all. What they want to do is 
carry on ripping fox cubs to pieces in private. 

 
Pip and the AAF team 

EDUCATING HUMANITY 

Website / FB / Twitter 

 
NEWS FROM OUR GROUPS - AAF WILTSHIRE 
 
In Wiltshire we have had a few more stalls in Salisbury, again with good public    
support. We now have a display board which makes us more prominent and has    

attracted interest. Other good news is that two more 
people are regular helpers so we have a good team. 
More are always welcome though! 
 
The drawbacks are having to take a paste table and   
display and have room to set up, I can't just hop on a 
bus now.  
 
We have continued to concentrate on the Sherborne   
petition, getting more sheets filled, but as that closes we 
are thinking of the next one as people love something to 
sign. Many take leaflets and we get praised for our  
presence. 
 
In the diary is another stall hopefully in Wilton on    
October 27th. It will be interesting to see the reaction 
there. 
 

I also represented our group along with others from AAF at the Peoples Walk for 
Wildlife in London on Saturday 22nd September.   
 
 
Join Us! - If you live in Wiltshire, more help is always welcome so please come along. 
We will be having our Salisbury stall at regular intervals and when we get our    
numbers up, we hope to do more stalls in other towns. If interested and you want to 
help locally let us know. 
 

http://www.actionagainstfoxunting.org
https://www.facebook.com/ACTIONAGAINSTFOXHUNTING/?ref=br_tf
https://twitter.com/ActionAgainstF
https://youtu.be/jzHVPrfWYxI
https://youtu.be/jzHVPrfWYxI
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NEWS FROM OUR GROUPS - AAF CORNWALL 
 
Petition 

AAF Cornwall have had a busy summer. We started a petition to ban a local hunt, 
‘The Western’ from parading at the St Ives Feast. they are invited by the Mayor   
every year and are greeted and given the Stirrup Cup by the town council. They then 

proceed to illegally hunt on the moors 
above, some of which is  National Trust 
Land.  

Up to now we have around 3,500     
signatures for the online version and 
have been collecting paper ones, of 
which we have about a 1000. We are 
hoping to present this with a delegation 
towards the end of October or          
beginning of November.  

National Distrust 

We have been joining in with the      
regular National Distrust protests and 
have based ours at St Michael’s Mount 
which is a jewel in the National Trust 
Crown.  

Outreach 

We have been running the outreach stalls usually in Penzance where the support and 
encouragement for what we are doing has been great. We have also joined in with 
local Animal Rights events in Truro. Our Facebook page is well supported, is           
attracting new likes every day and one of our members is to start doing Twitter for 
us shortly.  

Join Us! - If there is anyone out there who is in the Cornwall area above Truro and 
can cover this we would encourage you to consider joining us with your own group. 
We do get the occasional pro hunt person passing by but they usually just sprint past 
making remarks.  
 
Deborah and the AAF Cornwall team 

EDUCATING HUMANITY 

Facebook 

NEWS FROM OUR GROUPS - AAF SURREY 

Growing up in Southampton, I had absolutely no idea that fox hunting still occurred 
all over our countryside. I remember in 2004 being vaguely interested, watching the 
BBC news announce a ban on foxhunting. My parents were delighted. I assumed,  
naively, that was the end of foxhunting.  
 
A couple of years ago, after I’d moved out, my parents moved to Dorset. Suddenly 
the atrocities of illegal foxhunting became ever so clear. Foxhunting continues just as 
it has always done – but now it was all around us. I delved into the facts of           
foxhunting and was appalled by what I had found. Lies, deception, and the brutal 
murder of our wildlife.  
 
There are one of two things you can do when you learn of a massive injustice. You 
can turn a blind eye and perhaps share a couple of posts on Facebook promoting the 
anti-hunting message – it’s best to stay out of it. Or you can get active and turn how 
you feel into something much more powerful.          Continued page 9 

Photo by, 
John Lewis 

https://www.facebook.com/actionagainstfoxhuntingcornwall/
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NEWS FROM OUR GROUPS - AAF Guildford - continued from page 8 
 
I chose to get active. There are numerous ways to make a difference. From petitions, 
to letters, protests and debates. By drawing foxhunting back into the public eye, you 
can make a difference.  Action Against Foxhunting makes it ever so easy to get     
active, and have your voice heard.   
 
I’ve attended a few AAF Dorset events. One was a protest was outside National 
Trust’s land in Stourhead. Holding banners, we asked why National Trust still allows 
‘trail’ hunting on their land. We handed out leaflets and spoke to people visiting 
Stourhead about why we were there. The response was positive in the majority – 
there are always odd few who don’t want to see their countryside traditions outed. 
This was a very satisfying day, it felt good to be doing something.  
 
The second event was an outreach stall in Yeovil. We arrived, set up our stall and  
began engaging the public in conversation again. We asked people to sign the AAF 
petition asking Sherborne Castle to stop hosting hunt meets, after they hosted a 
hunt that went on to kill a fox earlier this year. Again, the reception was positive and 
another very successful day led to a few hundred more names on our petition.  
 
Now I feel ready to set up an AAF stall myself, but one closer to home. Therefore, I 
am gearing up to get AAF Guildford on the go. Using the professional AAF            
approach, we will engage Guildford in open conversations on the truths and lies of 
foxhunting.  
 
At first the thought of undertaking this did terrify me just a bit. Where would I 
start? Would I have time? Would I draw too much attention to myself? Would any-
one come and volunteer with me at the stall? 
 
However, with AAF’s help, any worries I have are quickly resolved. They will help   
obtain any equipment I need and have an extensive array of educational leaflets that 
we are free to use. AAF have also put me in contact with like-minded people near 
Guildford, so I’m already building up a fantastic team.  
 
As for drawing too much attention? Who cares?! Let’s do it! Attention NEEDS to be 
drawn to the barbarity of foxhunting, so we can finally eradicate it for good. Putting 
pressure on hunts up and down the country shows there is resistance to their        
cruelty. 
 
So, if you’re thinking of taking action yourself here are the things I would        
thoroughly recommend to get you on your way: 
 
Leaflets – To start, and to get a feel for your chosen outreach area, download     
leaflets from AAF’s website and deliver them door to door. This gets you in the  
mindset for action! 
 
Contact AAF – They will help you with everything you need. And if they don’t know 
the answer, they’ll help you find it. 
 
Research – Read, read, read! AAF’s   website holds a whole host of knowledge, as 
does Hounds Off and The League Against Cruel Sports. Minority Pastime, The Dark 
Side of Britain and The War In the Countryside are documentaries full of information.  
 
Make time – Even if you can only spare one weekend a month, it all makes a        
difference. Set aside a particular day well in advance and stick to it. Gather your 
troops and head on out for some outreach! 
 
                Continued page 10 

https://www.actionagainstfoxhunting.org/new-cub-hunting-leaflet-for-download/
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NEWS FROM OUR GROUPS - AAF Guildford - continued from page 9 
 
Remain Flexible – If you catch wind of something that needs to be exposed to the 
public (e.g. Sherborne Castle’s involvement in hunting) don’t be afraid to go out and 
persue it. With the help of AAF we can launch a campaign directly targeting any area 
of foxhunting that needs to be brought to light.  
 
Remain Polite – Pro hunters may try and diminish your hard work by arguing with 
age old lies and unbacked facts. Do not rise to this. In many instances hunters can’t 
be reasoned with. Stay calm, stick to the facts, remain professional and do not get 
personal. We will win with grace.  
 
I really hope more people join forces with AAF and spread the fantastic work they are 
doing. If you’re thinking of starting your own stall, just do it! I wish you the best of 
luck. Thank you for helping our beautiful wildlife.  

                   Getting Started 
              Cat and the AAF Guildford team 

             EDUCATING HUMANITY 

 
 
NEWS FROM OUR GROUPS - AAF DEVON 
 
Raising awareness and educating people are two of the most important tools we have 
in driving out illegal foxhunting.  

 
One of the ways we can do this is by   leafleting, 
this is a simple yet effective way to raise       
awareness. All you need is time, energy and a     
desire to see an end to illegal foxhunting, oh and 
some leaflets! 
 
AAF Devon has been busy spreading the word,  
covering; 

 Kingsbridge 
 West Alvington 
 Topsham Bridge 
 Woodleigh 
 Loddiswell. 
 
Join us, be part of the educational revolution! 
 
Leaflets can be ordered from AAF at cost. You will 
receive: 250 leaflets, wristband and a few stickers 
for £5, (including postage of £2.95). 

To order, use the donate button on our website and message us saying you'd like 
leaflets. The other options are through our Facebook page, or with your payment 
(PayPal gives an option for this) 
 
Or download and print your own leaflets, it is simple and effective, and could prove 
fun! 
 
We would love to hear how it went, please do email us with your leafleting tales at;  
actionagainstfoxhunting@mail.com 

                Lucy and the AAF Devon team 

             EDUCATING HUMANITY 

https://www.actionagainstfoxhunting.org/local-groups-1/
https://www.actionagainstfoxhunting.org/donate/
https://www.actionagainstfoxhunting.org/new-cub-hunting-leaflet-for-download/
mailto:actionagainstfoxhunting@mail.com
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HAVE YOU WITNESSED WILDLIFE CRIME? 
 
It may feel like there is little that can be achieved 
legally, given the fact that police officers hunt and 
judges tend to throw out foxhunting cases. 
 
BUT WE CAN’T GIVE UP! 

Recently I witnessed illegal cub hunting, in fact one 
of the huntsmen when asked said they were       
autumn trail cub hunting. It can be difficult to   
manage this sort of situation alone, trying to record 
evidence, contacting the police which can take an 
age of being on hold or transferred around. 

In this instance I decided not to contact the police 
and focus on the events  unfolding right in front of 

me. Luckily a member of AAF was smart enough to call the police, to get an         
incident number and to follow it up. 

As a result we caught the interest of our Wildlife Crime Officers, one of whom gave 
me a dressing down for not calling them earlier. 

I learnt a lesson from this, not all police officers are pro hunt, or choose to look the 
other way, perhaps because they know the likelihood of a successful prosecution is 
very low. 

SO WHAT CAN WE DO? 

1. Here is a link to Hounds Off, where they give excellent advice on what to do. 

2. Find out in advance who to contact to report wildlife crime, rather than in the 
heat of the moment; UK National Wildlife Crime Unit  

3. Complete an Hounds Off Incident Schedule, vital for gathering a body of        
evidence of wildlife crime around the country. Stick to the facts,  embellishment 
is tempting but is unlikely to be helpful. 

4. Know what to look for; What happens of a Fox Hunt & The Foxhunting Season  

5. Don’t be deterred, it is more than likely that the police will not make this an 
easy process, unless you get lucky and reach a likeminded officer. You are in 
the right, stand strong, be polite, and make it clear that you intend to report 
illegal activity. 

WHEN WILDIFE CRIME FALLS ON DEAF EARS 

There are instances, probably many when the police turn a blind eye, such as; 

On December 11th last year, I was assaulted by a farmer who objected to my 
holding a sign saying “No Hunting” outside his farm.  He was hosting the hunt      
inside.  

He charged up to me and shoved me over. The farmer is probably about 6’ and 
heavily built. I am 5’ and slim. I called the police and spent some hours giving a 
statement. The farmer’s hunt supporting friends also gave statements – false ones. 
They said I threw myself on the ground.  

It was freezing weather, the ground was wet, and I am nearly 60. Throwing myself 
on the ground is impossible.   
             Continued page 12

                

 

http://www.houndsoff.co.uk/action-advice/general-public/reporting-wildlife-crime/
http://www.nwcu.police.uk/wildlife-crime-links/
http://www.houndsoff.co.uk/action-advice/landowners-farmers-residents/hounds-off-incident-schedule/
https://www.actionagainstfoxhunting.org/what-happens-on-a-fox-hunt/
http://www.houndsoff.co.uk/archives/the-fox-hunting-season-has-begun-keeptheban/
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WHEN CRIME FALLS ON DEAF EARS - continued from page 11 

I was aware that there was no direct evidence and wasn’t particularly hopeful that 
the farmer would receive any     punishment at all.  However, I was astonished 
when an inspector said he  believed the statements from the hunt supporters       
because they were “independent witnesses.”   

Up to that point, I had given the police the benefit of the doubt, despite the lack of 
trust from many antis. I have now  totally changed my mind and will not ever trust 
the police again. 

Hounds chasing terrified deer during fox hunting, unlikely the deer were    
standing right on a bogus pre- laid trail. The police did absolutely nothing, kept me 
on-hold for eternity, giving just enough time for the hunt to move from Dorset back 
into Wiltshire. The deer survived in this instance, but they were so distraught, it 
was heart-breaking.  

Spending our weekends trying to get  
between the hunt and their prey is not 
how I wish to spend my time, but  
watching our wildlife being                 
systematically eroded is not an option. 

With thanks to all those who shared their 
stories and knowledge to enable us to 
put this information together. 

The AAF team 

EDUCATING HUMANITY 

Website / FB / Twitter 

SCUPPERING WILDLIFE CRIMINALS 

Calling the police is one thing, and a very good thing to do, especially if you are 
lucky enough to get the support of a likeminded officer. But there are other ways to 
scupper the hunt, to slow them down, perhaps only for a moment, but in that     
moment, you may save a life. 

QUAD BIKES - https://www.gov.uk/quad-bikes-the-rules 

Registering: You must register your quad bike with DVLA and the bike must have 
front and rear number plates. 

MOT certificates: Quad bikes used on the road need a valid MOT certificate if they 
are more than 3 years old. 

Driving licence: To drive a quad bike on the road you need to have a full car     
licence or a category B1 licence if it was issued before January 1997.  

Insurance: You must have third party insurance to drive a quad bike on the road. 

Passengers: A quad bike can only carry passengers if it is designed to do so and 
has the right number of seats. Check with the manufacturer if you’re not sure. 

Crash helmets: Quad bike drivers and passengers in England, Scotland and Wales 
don’t have to wear crash helmets, but it’s recommended. You must wear a helmet 
if you’re driving a quad bike in Northern Ireland. You can be fined up to £500 if you 
don't. With all this in place quad bikes must  also not be used on pavements.  

Source laws RTA 1988                Continued page 13 

http://www.actionagainstfoxunting.org
https://www.facebook.com/ACTIONAGAINSTFOXHUNTING/?ref=br_tf
https://twitter.com/ActionAgainstF
https://www.gov.uk/quad-bikes-the-rules
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SCUPPERING WILDLIFE CRIMINALS - continued from page 13 

DOGS 

This is a minefield, best explained in this Hounds Off article; #NoExcuse 

CYCLISTS - The Highway Code 

In addition to quad bikes, hunts also use push bikes this mode of transport also has 
its do and don’ts, although very few fall into the MUST NOT category. 

HORSES - ON ROADS - The Highway Code 

53 

• keep a horse you are leading to your left 

• move in the direction of the traffic flow in a one-way street 

• never ride more than two abreast, and ride in single file on narrow or busy 
roads and when riding round bends. 

HORSES - PUBLIC FOOTPATHS - The Highway Code  

54 

You MUST NOT take a horse onto a footpath or 
pavement, and you should not take a horse 
onto a cycle track. Use a bridleway where   
possible. Equestrian crossings may be         
provided for horse   riders to cross the road 
and you should use these where available (see        
Crossings). You should dismount at level 
crossings where a ‘horse rider dismount’ sign 
is displayed. 

Laws HA 1835 sect 72, R(S)A 1984, sect 129(5) 

HORSES AND RIGHTS OF WAY - ramblers.org.uk 

A footpath is defined as a highway ‘over which the public has a right of way on foot 
only’, so horse riders are restricted to bridleways and byways. It’s not an offence 
for a horse to be ridden along a footpath, but it is potentially an act of trespass 
against the landowner. If the horse rider has permission to be there then there is 
no trespass, but if no permission has been given then the landowner is entitled to 
order the rider off the land and can also sue for any damages caused. 

In some instances the landowner may have given their permission, but there is no 
reason why we cannot question the hunts access. Ask for the name of the         
landowner who gave their permission and check with the landowner. AAF 

Continued page 14 

 

64 

You MUST NOT cycle on a pavement. 

Laws HA 1835 sect 72 & R(S)A 1984, 
sect 129 

68 

You MUST NOT ride in a dangerous, careless 
or inconsiderate manner 

Law RTA 1988 sects 24, 26, 28, 29 & 30 as 
amended by RTA 1991 

http://www.houndsoff.co.uk/blog/
https://www.highwaycodeuk.co.uk/rules-for-cyclists.html
https://www.highwaycodeuk.co.uk/rules-about-animals-horse-riders.html
https://www.highwaycodeuk.co.uk/rules-about-animals-horse-riders.html
https://www.ramblers.org.uk/advice/rights-of-way-law-in-england-and-wales/animals-and-rights-of-way.aspx#horses
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SCUPPERING WILDLIFE CRIMINALS - continued from page 13 

HORSES AND RIGHTS OF WAY  

In Addition; 

Local authorities have a duty under section 122 of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 
1984 ‘to secure the expeditious, convenient and safe movement of vehicular and 
other traffic (including pedestrians)’. Given this duty, in situations where horse    
riding on footpaths is causing a problem to other users, district, county, and unitary      
authorities should be encouraged to use their powers to make bylaws or traffic  
regulation orders preventing horse riders from using specific paths for safety     
reasons or because such use is damaging the surface of the right of way. Failure to 
abide by a bylaw or road traffic regulation order is a criminal offence. 

People keeping horses must ensure that their animals don’t cause a danger to other 
people. Horses which chase people or otherwise act aggressively should be reported 
to the local authority. 

And Finally In Brief; 

Rights of way as defined by Gov.UK 

You can use: 

• footpaths - for walking, running, mobility scooters or powered wheelchairs 

• bridleways - for walking, horse riding, bicycles, mobility scooters or powered 
wheelchairs 

• restricted byways - for any transport without a motor and mobility scooters or 
powered wheelchairs 

• byways open to all traffic - for any kind of transport, including cars (but 
they’re mainly used by walkers, cyclists and horse riders) 

 

THAT UNWELCOME FEELING  

Simply displaying a blue bag on your property is 
a sign to hunts that they are not welcome.    
Imagine the impact of many homes displaying a 
symbol that says…’we don’t want you on our 
land’. It is perhaps a subtler stance to take if 
you live in a heavy pro hunting area, as not 
everyone will know the signal you are sending.  

If you would rather go for it in a more visual 
way, Hounds Off have some wonderful notices 

 

With thanks to all those who shared their      
stories and knowledge to enable us to put this 
information together. 

The AAF team 

EDUCATING HUMANITY 

Website / FB / Twitter 

https://www.gov.uk/right-of-way-open-access-land/use-public-rights-of-way
http://www.houndsoff.co.uk/action-advice/landowners-farmers-residents/no-hunting-notices-for-your-property/
http://www.actionagainstfoxunting.org
https://www.facebook.com/ACTIONAGAINSTFOXHUNTING/?ref=br_tf
https://twitter.com/ActionAgainstF
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Contact Details: 
 

actionagainstfoxhunting@mail.com 
www.actionagainstfoxunting.org 

https://twitter.com/ActionAgainstF 
https://www.facebook.com/ACTIONAGAINSTFOXHUNTING/ 

Our Mission 

Hunting with dogs was banned by law in 2005, but the 180 fox hunts still go out  
several times a week, with the intention of pursuing and killing foxes. They show no 
pity, no humanity, no regard for the law and they bully and intimidate any person 
who stands in their way. However, if it was just a matter of numbers and the “ANTI” 
army (us) actually stood facing the “PRO” army, ours would be more than five times 
as big as theirs. Humanity and mercy would easily win and our foxes would not have 
to face a cruel and terrifying death. AAF’s mission is to arm the merciful majority 
with information, encouraging more people to take action with us, in any way they 
can. 

This newsletter has been sent to you because your email address is on our 
subscribers list. If you are not interested in receiving further emails like this 
one, please email us on the address below. 

From an Anti to a Pro 
 
If you too could feel the pain, 
Of tearing flesh, of wrenching skin;  
If you too could hear the hacking 
spades 
And screaming men, hauling you  
Towards your helpless death. 
 
Pitiless Hunter, you’d pray for pity 
 
And hunter, if you were the fox 
I’d answer you. 
 
Penelope  

AAF POETRY BOOK - CALLING ALL BUDDING POETS! 
 
Do you have something in your heart that is calling to be expressed in words?   
Something to stir or bring peace, something to inspire or provoke thought. Poetry is 
a wonderful thing, so much contained in such few words. We would love to receive 
your poetry for inclusion in our newsletter. Please send your poems to us through 
our contact page on the Action Against Foxhunting website, please mark the subject 
‘Poetry for Newsletter’. 
 
Our hope is that over time we can gather your poetry into a book, with profits from 
sales helping to fund our endeavours to see an end to foxhunting. 
 
Thank you! 

mailto:actionagainstfoxhunting@mail.com
http://www.actionagainstfoxunting.org
https://twitter.com/ActionAgainstF
https://www.facebook.com/ACTIONAGAINSTFOXHUNTING/
https://www.actionagainstfoxhunting.org/contact-us/

